
Rocko, year 3
Imagine under the sea

All the colours that ever be

Imagine under the sea

Whales, Jelly fish, sea horses,

Swordfish and crab

Imagine under the sea

Shrimps, lobster, cattlefish and

colourful coral

Imagine under the sea

Hearing all the distant sounds

Imagine under the sea

JUST YOU AND ME



Kyle, year 4
FJS

Gaming

I like gaming. It makes me happy.

It calms me down when I am stressed.

And most of all it is the best.

It makes me feel competitive when I'm in a game.

It makes me feel I'm on the wall of fame.

It makes me feel excited.

It makes me feel invited to play.

And most of all what I like best is I cannot rest.



Elsie
Year 4, FJS



Ilana, Year 4 
FJS



Sage, Year 3 FJS



Luke, Year 4 
FJS



Thandie, Year 4 FJS



Grace B, Year 
4 Buckland

Imagine

§ When I look Up to the warm blue sky, I imagine what 

it would be like to live there.

§ Bouncing on clouds surrounded by light

§ Making friends with the angels

§ And seeing the sights

§ Looking down at the world

§ I would sit on a cloud all night watching the sunset on 

a bright summer’s night

§ With the stars in sight

§ As I wake up in the morning

§ I see a kite being flown from down below

§ On the beautiful planet earth.



Lucy, Year 4 FJS



Hannah

Year 4, FJS



Alice

Year 4, FJS



Bluebell, year 3
Shrivenham 

Primary School

Imagine

I'm still little so I'm always told what to do

What is what and who is who 

But my imagination is where I am in charge

I can be loud, bright, strong and large 

Noone can tell me I've done something wrong

All day there is colour, fun and song 

But sometimes at night thoughts stop being my friend 

My dreams frighten me and I can't make them end

It's the I'm glad I'm not alone to feel

That the monsters and trolls I imagine are real 

I shout for my mummy and she runs to get me 

I tell her about all the things I can see

She reminds me what's real and that I'm safe in my bed

I guess I'm still learning to be boss of my head.



Summer, year 
4

FJS



Emily, year 4
Longcot and Fernham

Imagine

§ Imagine a world with strange, live nature.

§ Imagine a world with wild waterfalls tumbling down rocks, determined to get to the 

bottom, like a lion intent on its prey.

§ Imagine a world where everywhere you look is illuminated with glowing magic.

§ Imagine a world with animals that lurk in the shadows at night, watching and enjoying 

the views of this place from safe points.

§ Imagine a world with nature that is not just strange and live it is menacing and cruel.

§ Imagine a world with plants that open their jaws when an animal comes forward and 

snaps it up in one gulp.

§ Imagine a world with plants and animals in the future living in harmony.

§ Imagine a world full of forgiving and understanding.

§ Imagine a world where you decide the ending.



Florence, year 4
FJS



Elizabeth, year 3 
FJS

I Love Dancing

When the music turns along,

I click on my feet and dance along

I love to dance all day and night

I even can dance without the light

Dancing is my favourite thing to do

I even can dance without my shoes

Someday like a day or two

I use some of my ballet shoes

Sometimes at scary dark midnight

I dance with the light shine so so bright

Dancing is the best best thing 

But we will wait for the school bell saying 'didid DING'

I've never danced at 3.00am,

but I probably danced at 12.00pm

When you're feeling down and sad

We can dance together without being mad


